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Performing a DDoS Attack

ÚRequirements 

ÚTechincal expertise

Ú Infrastructure (Use somebody else’s infrastructure
protocol flaws, unprotected systems, ...)



DDoS for Hire - Booter Services











DDoS Order

Ú Flat rate for DDoS attacks
• x attacks a day
• x concurrent
• Usually 30 days

Ú 10 - 20 different types
• Application à high pps
• Amplification à high 

bandwidth

Ú Claim to offer 5 - 100 Gbit/s



Payment

Ú Payment with 
crypto currency

Ú Prices $20 - $200

Ú Fake services exist



Measurement System Motivation

Ú Requirements
• Minimal impact during DDoS
• Record 10 Gbit/sec to disc
• Record at least continuous 30min
• Global reachability
• Direct connection to many ASNs
• Keep costs low 

We built a server and network setup to attack 
ourselves and record the attack traffic

DDoS



Measurement System and Setup

Ú Mesurement Limitations 
• Tcpdump à up to 10 Gbits/sec
• sFlow à up to 10 Gbits/sec
• IPFIX à over 100 GBit/sec

Ú Internet Connectivity
• 10G Peering
• 10G Transit
• Own ASN and IPv4 Space

IXP

Transit

Measurement 
System

IXP Members



Measurement System and Setup

Ú Hardware
• Dedicated second NIC as mirror
• Fast write speed: SAS RAID-0
• Dedicated Raid Controller
• Singe core performance

Ú System Setup
• Linux as a BGP Router and Network
• Bird & Docker
• ARP! à ARP tables and IP tables

Measurement 
System



Sample of Booter Service Prices

IMC ’19, October 21–23, 2019, Amsterdam, Netherlands Daniel Kopp, Ma�hias Wichtlhuber, Ingmar Poese, Jair Santanna, Oliver Hohlfeld and Christoph Dietzel

the FBI takedown, by applying the characteristics we learn from
our self-attack approach and the investigation of network tra�c of
our vantage points. In summary, our major contributions are:
• We investigate the anatomy of a booter attack by launching
attacks against our infrastructure. We were able to observe high
attack tra�c volumes of up to 20 Gbps.

• We present an overview of the current Internet threat landscape
through the lens of three major networks: tier-1 and tier-2 ISPs
and amajor IXP.We observe constant DDoS attacks, at thousands
of victims and tra�c rates of up to 600 Gbps.

• We seize the unique opportunity to study the e�ectiveness of an
FBI takedown targeting 15 booter services in December 2018. The
takedown immediately reduced the DDoS ampli�cation tra�c
to re�ectors. However, it did not have any signi�cant e�ect on
DDoS tra�c hitting victims or on the number of attacks observed.

2 VANTAGE POINTS
Our study is based on three vantage points—a major IXP, a Tier-1
ISP, and a Tier-2 ISP—that provide a unique perspective of DDoS
attack tra�c in the wild. None of the data sets contain any pay-
load.In addition, we perform active measurements of large sets of
domains within an observatory [17] to identify booter websites.
Major IXP. Anonymized and sampled IPFIX traces captured at a
major Internet Exchange Point (IXP) between Oct. 27, 2018 and Jan.
31, 2019 with 834B �ows were made available to us.
Tier-1 ISP. We obtained Net�ow traces from all border routers
(ingress only) of a Tier-1 ISP. IP addresses are anonymized and
�ltered by protocol and port, resulting in 6.6B �ows records for
the period of Dec. 12 to Dec. 30, 2018. The trace contains tra�c to
i) �xed-line end-users, ii) cellular customers, and iii) transit tra�c.
Tra�c from end-users and customers was not recorded.
Tier-2 ISP. The second ISP dataset was anonymized and �ltered
in the same way as the Tier-1 ISP. However, ingress and egress
tra�c is available in this data, meaning that end-user and customer
sourced tra�c is included. We gathered 470M �ow records from
Sept. 27, 2018 to Feb. 2, 2019.
IXP Observatory. To study booter properties by performing self-
attacks, we set up and operate an IXP-based DDoS observatory.
It comprises a measurement AS operated by us that is connected
to an IXP via a 10GE link. The AS interconnection consists of
multilateral peerings at the IXP and a transit link over the same
physical interface. Data collection is performed directly at the IXP
platform (sampled) and at the measurement AS itself (unsampled).
DNS andHTTPS observatory. To study the rise and fall of booter
websites, we use weekly crawls of all⇠140M .com/.net/.org domains
by obtaining zone �les and performing weekly DNS resolutions
and HTTPS website snapshots during January 2018 until May 2019.
The website snapshots enable us to identify booter websites.

3 BOOTER: VICTIM’S PERSPECTIVE
We start by taking a victims’ perspective to study the potential
damage that booter-based DDoS attacks can (a) directly cause to
their target (thereby updating earlier �ndings on booter attack
characteristics [9, 24, 47, 57]) and (b) the collateral damage to In-
ternet infrastructure caused by carrying attack tra�c. We do so by
purchasing services from popular booters to attack our dedicated
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A X Apr, Aug X X X X $8.00 $250
B X Jun-Sep X X X X $19.83 $178.84
C Apr-May X X $14.00 $89
D May X X $19.99 $149.99

Table 1: Booters used to attack our measurement AS. Booter
services used for self-attack in Section 3 indicated in bold.

measurement infrastructure at an IXP between April and Septem-
ber 2018. This provides us with a unique picture of current booter
service capabilities in the wild: how much DDoS tra�c they can
generate in light of powerful Tbps-level attacks. Our study provides
the �rst look into how reliable the promises of these services are,
e.g., premium membership bene�ts, promised attack protocols, and
duration. With our measurement infrastructure, we can draw con-
clusions about the DDoS tra�c landscape. Ultimately, we utilize
the self-attack to identify attack characteristics to later discover
DDoS attack tra�c at our vantage points.

3.1 Self-Attack Approach
Selected booter services. We select 4 popular booters (see Ta-
ble 1) from the booter blacklist [46] based on their Alexa website
rank (booter names anonymized). Two of the selected booters (A
& B) were later seized by the FBI-lead takedown. Three are still in
operation (seized booter A started using a new website after the
takedown). We purchase paid services from all booters including
cheaper (non-VIP) and one more expensive premium package (VIP)
from booter B. We use all booter services to launch attacks against
our measurement infrastructure. However, for the remainder of
this section we only consider attacks with relevant tra�c volumes.
These are mostly NTP based ampli�cation attacks, whereas also
CLDAP, DNS, and memcached-based attacks are o�ered.
Attacking our infrastructure. For our analysis, we passively cap-
ture all tra�c of the measurement platform. In addition, we obtain
sampled �ow traces of the IXP for tra�c directed to our server
and are therefore able to measure attack tra�c exceeding the ca-
pacity of 10 Gbps. The BGP router of our measurement platform
announces a /24 IPv4 pre�x and peers with a transit provider and
all IXP customers in a multilateral peering con�guration via the
IXP’s BGP re�ector [41]. This provides us with a similar network
setup compared to small to medium-sized organizations connected
to the Internet. For each attack, we select a new IP out of our /24
pre�x to isolate each individual measurement and to not confuse
di�erent attacks within our tra�c captures. We perform a post
mortem analysis of the passively measured attacks and derive the
attack tra�c volume and their network properties (e.g., number of
servers used for re�ection, number of ASes handing over tra�c).
Ethical considerations.Weperform controlledDDoS experiments
towards our measurement platform. To comply with measurements
ethics we (a) inform and synchronize with national authorities re-
garding legal/ethical implications of buying booter services, (b) min-
imize payments to booter services by limiting the number of di�er-
ent booters and o�ered service plans we buy (indicated in bold in
Table 1), (c) inform and synchronize with the IXP operator and up-
stream provider about attacks, (d) take precaution that su�cient IXP



DDoS Attacks - Overview
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DDoS – Attack Traffic

NTP: 

ÚUp to 20 Gbit/s

Ú 4 million pps

Ú 930 source IPs (reflectors)

Ú 350 source ASNs (networks) 

Ú Top 3 ASNs 23% of traffic

• China, Taiwan, Hungary

Ú Majority of traffic via transit

Emmediate start Controlled stop



NTP DDoS Attacks Landscape

Ú 311K destinations | 224 victims > 100 Gbps | 5 > 300 Gbps | 1 > 600 Gbps

Our attack



Booter Services vs. FBI

Ú FBI operation took down prox. 15
DDoS for hire services end of last year



More Details...
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ISP DDoS Defense Toolbox

ACL

• Filters at 
arbitrary 
granularity

• Vendor-
specific

• Per device 
config

TSS
(Traffic Scrubbing Services)

• Carefree 
service

• Redirects 
traffic to 
scrubbing 
centers

• On-demand 
vs. always on

Flowspec

• Configures 
rules at 
neighbor 
network

• Filters at 
arbitrary 
granularity

• Cooperation 
required

RTBH

• Configures 
rules at 
neighbor 
network

• Filters at IP 
granularity

• Cooperation 
required
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Traditional Blackholing at IXPs

AS1

IXP

route 
server

AS3

AS2 AS1

IXP AS3

AS2

data plane

100.10.10.10/32
IXP_ASN:666

100.10.10.10
accept

deny

control plane

route 
server

NTP
①

② ③
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Traditional Blackholing – Limitations

Ú Relative traffic of 40GE IXP port

Ú Mostly web traffic (80, 443, …)

Ú Attack 70% memcached traffic

Ú Still significant share of web traffic

àCollateral damage!

àGranularity too coarse!
RTBH 

collateral
damage
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Blackholing – Limitations

Works better for /24s, but 
/32s make up for 99.99% of

blackholing traffic.

Blackhole for /32 à Traffic drops from 800 to 600 Mbps à Peers: 38 to 26
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Advanced Blackholing Requirements

Ú Granularity

• Fine-grained filtering (src/dst
header fields)

Ú Signaling complexity 

• Easy to use, short setup time

Ú Cooperation 

• Lower levels of cooperation among 
the involved parties

ÚTelemetry

Ú Feedback on the state of the attack at 
any time

ÚScalability

Ú Scale in terms of performance, filters, 
reaction time, config complexity

Ú Cost

Ú Meeting all requirements with min. 
invest (CAPEX & OPEX)
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Advanced Blackholing System 

AS1

IXP

route 
server

AS3

AS2 AS1

IXP AS3

AS2

data plane

100.10.10.10/32
ADV_BH Signal

100.10.10.10 accept
blackholing 
controller

control plane

route 
server

③

①
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Advanced Blackholing System 

Update 
Filters

Blackholing Manager

Data 
Plane

Control
Plane

Signaling

Management

Filtering

IXP Interface

IXP 
Member

IXP 
Member

IXP 
Member

IXP 
Member
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Advanced Blackholing Signaling (BGP part)

BGP Parser

BGP Processor Routing 
Information 

Base

Decoded BGP

Network 
Manager

Token Bucket QueueConfiguration 
changes

Maximum Burst Size/
Rate Limiting

Blackholing
Controller

iBGP Session
to IXP Route Server

Hardware specific
configuration changes

Network Manager Options

QoS Configuration
Compiler

QoS Network Manager

SDN Configuration
Compiler

Hardware 
Information 

Base

SDN Network Manager

Hardware 
Information 

Base

Option 1

Option 2
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Building Blocks

Ú Granularity

- UDP, TCP, Ports, …

Ú Signaling complexity 

- BGP communities or API

Ú Cooperation

- Enforced by IXP

Ú Telemetry

- Monitoring with statistics

Ú Scalability

- Line-rate in hardware

Ú Cost

- Implemented in existing hardware
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Advanced Blackholing how “effective“ is it?

Drop / Shape UDP NTP à Traffic 1000 to 200 to 0 Mbps à Peers: 60 to 0
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More Details...
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ABSTRACT
Network attacks, including Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS),
continuously increase in terms of bandwidth along with damage
(recent attacks exceed 1.7 Tbps) and have a devastating impact on
the targeted companies/governments. Over the years, mitigation
techniques, ranging from blackholing to policy-based �ltering at
routers, and on to tra�c scrubbing, have been added to the network
operator’s toolbox. Even though these mitigation techniques pro-
vide some protection, they either yield severe collateral damage, e.g.,
dropping legitimate tra�c (blackholing), are cost-intensive, or do
not scale well for Tbps level attacks (ACL �ltering, tra�c scrubbing),
or require cooperation and sharing of resources (Flowspec).

In this paper, we propose Advanced Blackholing and its system
realization Stellar. Advanced blackholing builds upon the scalability
of blackholing while limiting collateral damage by increasing its
granularity. Moreover, Stellar reduces the required level of coopera-
tion to enhance mitigation e�ectiveness. We show that �ne-grained
blackholing can be realized, e.g., at a major IXP, by combining
available hardware �lters with novel signaling mechanisms. We
evaluate the scalability and performance of Stellar at a large IXP
that interconnects more than 800 networks, exchanges more than
6 Tbps tra�c, and witnesses many network attacks every day. Our
results show that network attacks, e.g., DDoS ampli�cation attacks,
can be successfully mitigated while the networks and services under
attack continue to operate untroubled.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks→ Denial-of-service attacks; Network components;
Network measurement; Network services;

KEYWORDS
BGP; IXP; Blackholing; DDoS Mitigation.

1 INTRODUCTION
The revolution of the digital age fueled by the Internet has attracted
the good but the evil alike. While the threats executed over the In-
ternet are multifaceted from a criminalistics perspective, e.g., fraud,
data and identity theft, espionage, or cyber terrorism, the dominant
network threat is Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks [2]. The goal of
DoS attacks is to force a service or system to become unavailable
by consuming crucial resources. These resources can be computing
power at the servers or exploitation of application-layer vulnerabil-
ities, i.e., semantic attacks, or network bandwidth, i.e., volumetric
attacks. To conduct such volumetric attacks, adversaries often use
Distributed DoS (DDoS). Tra�c from numerous distributed sources

is generated and steered towards a target service to make it un-
available. Once the network links to the target are congested due
to the DDoS attack, legitimate tra�c that traverses the same links
is also a�ected.

DDoS threats are continuously increasing in terms of volume, fre-
quency, and complexity. While the largest observed and publicly re-
ported attacks were between 50 to 200 Gbps before 2015 [59, 60, 70],
current peaks are an order of magnitude higher and exceeded 1
Tbps [9, 48] in 2016, and 1.7 Tbps [57] in early 2018. We also ob-
serve a massive rise in the number of DDoS attacks. Jonker et
al. [41] report that a third of all active /24 networks were targeted
by DDoS attacks between 2016 and 2017. Similar observations are
reported by the security industry [3, 19]. A particularly prominent
DDoS attack type is ampli�cation attacks [64, 65]. They take advan-
tage of protocol design �aws, whereby a relatively small request
triggers a signi�cantly larger response. With a spoofed source IP
address [49] the response tra�c is ampli�ed and re�ected to the
target. Vulnerable protocols include classical protocols such as NTP,
DNS, and/or SNMP [20, 64], as well as relatively new protocols, e.g.,
DNSSEC [74] and memcached [5, 57]. Ampli�cation factors of up
to 50, 000⇥ have been witnessed in the wild [73]. To exemplify, a
request of 15 bytes can trigger a 750 Kbytes response.

1.1 DDoS Mitigation: State of the Art
This alarming increase in DDoS attacks and their sophistication
and severity, e.g., see [56, 77], demands scalable yet cost-e�ective
countermeasures. However, at this point, we are left with various
mitigation techniques and tools that can partially counteract the
impact of the attacks. These include: (i) Tra�c Scrubbing Services
(TSS), (ii) Router Access Control List Filters (ACL), (iii) Remotely
Triggered Black Hole (RTBH), and (iv) BGP Flowspec.

Tra�c Scrubbing Services (TSS): o�er all-round carefree ser-
vices to their subscribers. They redirect the tra�c of a service to
specialized hardware either via DNS redirection or BGP delega-
tion [43]. There they classify tra�c as unwanted or benign and
send the benign “scrubbed” tra�c to its original destination or move
the destination to their network [4, 30, 43, 75]. The convenience and
�ne-grained �ltering of TSS comes at signi�cant recurring costs
and requires in-time subscription and setup. Moreover, it currently
has inherent limitations, e.g., per packet or per �ow processing for
deep packet inspection, which can reduce e�ectiveness [75] and
does not cope with Tbps-level attacks [48]. Moreover, it may reroute
tra�c and, thus, impose performance penalties, and is vulnerable
to evasion tactics [42].
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Q&A - Discussion - Feedback


